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Introduction: Leica’s 101th year in opto-mechanical design

Why I wrote this book

Ever since I established Opto-Mechanical Institute of Design (OMID), I have been sharing what I know about Leica’s
history as well as other collections at our museum with much enthusiasm. Without technical competence, museums
are dull, uninteresting places. Loving something you know very little about, is also dull, and inconsiderate. So I decided
to explain Leica’s design for those who wish to get to know more about its history. I am not so worried to face lack of
technical background among readers because Leica fans have been self enthused to know more about opto-mechanics. In future volumes, I hope to cover Leica lenses, the SLRs, and accessories.

This book will take you a bit farther than prior art to appreciate the Leica design with more passion. If you look at
history of invention, you may find it rather cruel: Most of what we create is treated like foot prints on a shore, waiting
for quick waves to wash them away. When you compare the value of film cameras of just 20 years ago, including the
medium format cameras such as Hasselblad, Bronica, Mamya, Pentax 6x7, etc., and the glory they once had, to what
they are worth today, you’ll know what I mean. I think there is a grand purpose in creating new ideas, and it’s that rich
creative experience that really matters. Products testify to the values their designers wished to share, and that’s the
torch humanity feels obligated to carry till the end.
We create because we want to be useful for whole humanity. We want to be needed, and we wish to inspire. The
inner self whispers, wanting to be heard. By tuning into this inspired self, we can learn what we were born to create.
The great designers of the film era all had a gift, and they fought to validate it. Their designs were the driving force
behind the advancement of well known companies in Germany, Britain, Japan, France, Swiss, Sweden, Russia and
United States.

Leica Design

Leica’s design/craftsmanship, and what makes it work so well was created by wrapping the visual plane around two
spools of 35 mm film. This simple shape gave the right feel when held onto one’s eye level, and adapted to one’s
photographic eyes, and allowed it to be carried around on a strap. Its original visionary designer, Oscar Barnack, insisted on keeping this slim form while having to add a rangefinder, as it was further developed. The form of Leica,
and its center of gravity with small collapsible lens, and slim body gave its body the perfect balance. If you ever experienced holding a Leica 1A in your hand, and shooting pictures with it, you’ll soon realize why this product became
so successful. It was thought of, as compact as compact digital cameras are today.

Designing a camera, for the way it helps to connect with the space around us, is really as sophisticated as photography
itself. Why Leica rangefinder became so successful in photojournalism has to do with how it hangs on the body. The
central gravity of the SLR is below its mirror cage, or its longer/heavier lenses. The SLR, hanging on a neck strap
tends to climb up the body whereas Leica lays flat at any body orientation. During a composition, Leica is so small,
it’s almost transparent with the subject. Leica, did not define comfort as “Auto Everything”, but it did insist on the
highest level of connection with the subject. Because a rangefinder camera does not block the eye, it gives an inimitable comfort, and connection with the subject to compose an image.

Survival of the rose

When I was a child, I thought all my dreams would come true when I became a grown up. But as I did grow up, I
found the opposite to be true. Growing up has enough impediments placed on its path that we end up forgetting most
of our dreams. Childhood has many advantages, and we need to recall that period by spending more time with children. We need to unlearn our ignorance, while at the same time, the self needs to be tamed by love. This is beautifully
illuminated in the book: “Little Prince” by Antoine de Saint-Exupery. In the story, the fox teaches the little prince: “You
become responsible forever, for what you have tamed. you’re responsible for your rose”. If someone isn’t tamed, the
rose wouldn’t grow tall. With this point of view, a product is solely that rose. It needs to be nurtured, and needs light
to grow. This is what marketing, and gardening all have in common.

The survival of a product depends on the vision, and the will power of its founders. A product can’t survive in isolation.
The boundaries of a product have to be reclaimed every once a while by reinventing it, and responding to customers.
Canon claims its design team has always been among young groups of engineers, but what they don’t tell you is who
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leads their group, and where that vision comes from. For Olympus Pen-F, and OM-1, it was Mr. Maitani, a young engineer, and inventor, who joined Olympus right after graduating from college. It was his boss who empowered him to
move forward with his first prototype of model Pen. For Leica, it was Oscar Barnack, and Ernst Leitz who empowered
him to build his camera based on his hand made Ur prototype. Empowering is the magic word, and it has made most
of the famous products in history.
I built my first camera some 35 years ago. Grownups had bought me a Unimat 3 mill/lathe combo by Emco Maier,
and with its few range of accessories that I could afford at the time, I was able to make gears, screws, and the rest of
pieces to build a compact SLR camera. Later on, I met the designer of Unimat at a trade show in Los Angeles, and I
asked him why Emco discontinued their very popular Unimat 3 line? He told me they had sold half a million of those
miniature lathes world wide, but when they did a market research to introduce their next model, they realized there
was no longer the same interest among the youth to build things with their hands. He said the new generation were
more interested in playing computer games. Unimat’s colorful cardboard box depicted a father teaching his son how
to use the lathe.

Those days are gone, and let’s hope they will never be forgotten. What most of our children are missing today is
having a strong interest in creating tangible things, and that’s a disaster. This is only possible if the youth would sit by
an old man, patiently learning from his/her skilled hands, and to be ignorant of what else is going around them as if
time stays at standstill. As Robert Bly, the contemporary American poet points out in “A Gathering of Men”: Women
are taught what it is like to be a woman but men are not. In old days, men had to go lion hunting to become a man,
and that’s what’s missing”. I have so much admiration for my wife, Samaneh, for the values she lives by as a woman,
and the best book describing women has blank pages! But in spite of rumors about how men are simple, I feel there
is a bigger void in a man’s heart.
If you are a man, and you have not been admired by an old man, then you’re being hurt. When Dr. Iwao Ogura at University of Tokyo, who was himself an established author, and a lead designer in Japan’s camera industry looked at
me with that admiration for the SLR camera I had designed, that was such turning point for me. We signed, and exchanged our books, and less than two years later, in 1989, my first important work: “From Exacta to Maxxum” came
out. I had disassembled 52 cameras to make drawings for that book, and Bob Shell, the editor of Shutterbug encouraged me to start writing articles for their magazine. An outcome of my Leica articles on Shutterbug initiated the compilation of materials for this book.

Memories from National Camera

I attended the National Camera institute in Denver, Colorado, before it was forced to shut down in 1983. Most technicians aren’t aware of the design details in a camera, or a quartz watch. Specially today that repairs have become
so specialized, and when defective products are sent to the factory authorized centers, they would just replace an
entire module to make it work. I remember asking a Canon AE-1 technician how the electromagnet that held the
shutter from firing didn’t cause the camera to run out of battery, and he really didn’t know the answer.

Closing a technical institute like National camera was a loss for all camera manufacturers. To establish their training
program, they had selected a number of important cameras like Nikon F, Leica IIIf, Minolta SRT 101, Canon AE1,
Pentax ME, etc. Through the years, they had gained detailed technical expertise on those cameras, and their level of
training was superb. For someone like me who was interested in design, and wasn’t able to move to Japan or Germany, National camera was an ideal place to start. They knew ins and outs of the cameras they covered in their
classes. Later, when they began my training at Canon, for the type of questions I asked, they had to contact Japan
for answers.

I remember on my first day at National Camera, I showed them the compact SLR camera I had designed, and built,
and they realized I wasn’t there to learn camera repair. I remember the disassembly instruction during their first sessions went something like this: Students were told to remove a few screws, then were asked to hold the camera
upside down, and to shake it until the part fell off! While most students learned repair skills, I sat alone at their cafeteria,
firing a Nikon-F up close to watch the diaphragm lever coupled with the lens moving back and forth, and paying attention how everything happened in such reliable sequence.
As soon as I graduated, Canon T50 hit the market with an all-plastic body, and metal-coated plastic shutter blades,
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followed by Canon Sure-Shot. In the beginning, no one took those cameras seriously: They were colorful, so lightweight, and easy to use, at a much lower cost than the heavier manual equipment. Then to gain hands on experience
on cameras, I became factory trained repairman at Canon USA to fix their Sure Shot cameras, repairing around 110
cameras every week. What mostly failed in them was a white plastic gear near the motor, or another gear somewhere
in the rewind gear train, and they were replaced to get them going again. Sometimes the viewfinder glass had come
off, and it was simply glued back on.

So much money was made in manufacturing those point and shoot cameras. Later on, when the digital age came, I
watched my professional photographer, and friend, Chester Maharaj, shutting down his 4,500 sq ft photography studio,
and elaborate darkroom. He sold his large format camera, Leicas, and Hasselblads, and bought instead, a full frame
digital SLR. Camera stores with Leica models on their window display kept waiting for a change, but change came
very little, too late. The same thing happened to swiss watches in 1972 when Japanese quartz watches hit the market.
The fully electronic cameras, and quartz watches are much less expensive, with much less weight, and for that matter,
today’s cell phone has replaced them both.

Survival of the rose among other roses

During its golden years, Leica had taken its time to develop new products, and the company culture remained unchanged. The M3, for example, took 20 yeas to be introduced. This went on for almost a quarter of a century, and
Leica had literally no competition until the Japanese began making cameras. Leica almost went belly up at one time,
but they learned how to turn that around.

The Japanese manufacturing style was the modular type, while Leica kept its integrated design approach. This is
how the American automakers also fell behind from Japan’s Lean Manufacturing. In Leica, the shutter, the transport
mechanism, and later the mirror cage, were all integrated. The Japanese made the shutter module, the transport
mechanism as part of the main housing, while the mirror cage was assembled separately. This enormously reduced
manufacturing, and repair cost. When I was studying Canon AE-1, I noticed that its shutter had the same modularity
as installing a Hasselblad back to its body. Leica M3 had implemented the same design years before, but the designers
did not use it in favor of its modularity. There will be a detailed description of this scheme when discussing the M3
shutter. After the introduction of Leicaflex, it took Leica 11 years to adapt the modularity concept within its cameras.
Leica R3 was the first financially successful Leica SLR, and it’s basically a Japanese concept with Leica’s own body
design. Before everyone began copying Canon T90’s body shape in late 80’s, I think Olympus Pen-F, and Leica R3
were the most elegant SLR cameras ever produced.

Today’s global market stresses a balance between a product’s original design and its market demands. While unique
designs are excellent publicity for a product, it’s the customers who have the final say. In the medium format market,
Zenza Bronica (designed by Zenzaburo Yoshino 1911-1989) had the ideal design at a lower cost when introduced in
1959, but it was too complex to withstand the abusive nature of professional photography. Hasselblad had introduced
the original idea, ten years earlier with their first model 1600F, that also had a complex focal plane shutter. Within
those ten years, the company had time to understand the market, and to move to a more reliable leaf shutter design.
This design alteration with its Zeiss optics took Hasselblad to the moon, while Bronica wasn’t fit to catch up. This is
an excellent example where a less expensive Japanese product loses to the more expensive European competition.

Even the Swedish were skeptical whether their higher paid workers would keep their jobs. When Leica produced its
first focal plane shutter, and later added a coupled rangefinder/viewfinder, it was for its reliable/compact design, and
superior optics in the hands of photojournalists, that captured some of the most memorable moments of 20th century.
Customers were willing to pay the extra price for its German made quality. Leica created a sub-culture in photography.
You can still look at a Leica with wonder today. That’s an attribute of having a reliable design, at the right price tag.

There are now only a handful of real camera manufacturers, and the rest are just name brands. Hasselblad XPan
was really a Fuji TX-2. Leica’s Lumix, from point and shoot to SLR models are rebranded Panasonic with Leica’s
name on them. These help a company to be in touch with a broader range of consumers. At the mean time, they bare
the responsibility of keeping the original vision alive by creating more innovative products. In 2012, Hasselblad was
short in cash, and it was bought by Ventiz. They tried to cash in on its name by offering Hasselblad Lunar (a $1,500
rebranded Sony offered at $7,000). This caused an outrage from end users, and Hasselblad had to back off from it.
They introduced the X1D design in 2016 which had some elements from classical Hasselblad to regain their reputation.
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As a company model, I think Leica could inspire numerous other companies to sustain their own identity in a few niche products while massproducing for much broader markets. A Persian rug is still being made
by skilled hands today, while automated machines mass produce the
same look for broader markets.
In this book, I will discuss the Leica design with more technical detail,
and through this learning I hope we’ll gain an insight to what its designers
were intending to achieve. Through my hand made illustrations, I hope
to liberate those who have been held behind technical barriers created
by grownups, so perhaps they could also contribute to prior art. “Everything around you that you call life was made up by people that were no
smarter than you and you can change it, you can influence it, you can
build your own things that other people can use. Once you learn that,
you’ll never be the same again”, Steve Jobs.
Ali Afshari

Max Berek, optical genius behind Leica lenses

Barnack behind his desk at Leitz factory, examining a 135 mm lens. Visionary inventors, look far into a product:
How could a camera be designed, and built so people would still want to have it in a hundred years?!
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Oscar Barnack with Ernest Leitz, taken with Ur Leica.

Oskar Barnak Nov 1879 - Jan 1936, Optical Engineer,
Precision Mechanic, Industrial Designer, and the father
of 35 mm photography.
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What’s essential is hidden from the eyes

I do have so many people to thank for in my life but above all, I would like to thank those who have guided me
throughout my spiritual path. I think it was in a scientific gathering, that someone once asked Stephen Hawking: “Do
we have any knowledge of what went on prior to Big Bang?” (The point where he considers the origin of time). There
is a verse in holy Koran that has an answer for this: Allah says: “Kon fayakoon”, meaning: “I tell it to be, and it becomes”. Scholar’s interpretation of it to date is, what he creates in the unseen realm, manifests itself in the material
world. A clever analogy to this would be like when typing something on your computer screen, and the binary numbers
and instructional codes that are generated inside its microprocessor. What if someone tells you the image you see
on the screen isn’t actually the real thing, but those zeros and ones are. If you’d turn your monitor off, and back on
again, you’ll still be able to see the words on the screen, but if someone unplugs the power to the microprocessor,
you’ll lose everything. The physical world, and what the heart is able to see have such relationship. “It’s only with the
heart that one can see rightly”, from the book: “The Little Prince”.
Right after the passing of my mom, I noticed that I was temporarily in such an empowered state without any impediments to feel her within the hug space with my wife. Anyone who has found true love in his or her life, may consider
trying this. I showed my nephew who lost his father, how he could still reach him through hugging me, and he was
able to vividly feel the presence. I have been thinking what if everything we are able to create in this material world,
we have already fashioned in the spiritual realm? What if all invention, all design, and all creativity originates from
the spiritual authority? As spiritual beings we should be interested to know where do ideas really come from. Why is
it that whenever we see something so beautiful, so genuine, and so deeply rooted, something is heart-felt, which is
vague to describe?

It’s so essential to have knowledge of the self; Your boss at IBM, or NASA isn’t interested in your soul. You are on
your own to seek it, but it is by connecting with the source, that all sincere wishes are answered. It is said in Koran
that if all oceans turned into ink, and if all trees turned into pen, they will come short in writing God’s words. One obvious interpretation of this is that not all God’s words are written in Koran or in any other revelation. God’s words are
written everywhere. As Rumi puts it in the opening of his masterpiece: “Masnavi”, as translated by Robert Bly, and
Colman Barks, the reed flute is a hollow tube with seven holes, so are human beings:
Listen to the story as told by this reed, for being separated.
Ever since I was cut from the reed bed, I have made this crying sound.
Anyone apart from someone he loves, understands what I say.
Anyone pulled from a source, longs to go back.
At any gathering I am there, mingling in the laughing, and grieving,
a friend to each, but only few will hear the secrets hidden,
within the notes, no ears for that.

Spirit from the body, no concealing that mixing.
But it’s not given us to see the soul.
The reed flute is fire, not wind. Be that empty.
Hear the love fire tangled in the reed notes, as bewilderment melts into wine.
The reed is a friend to all who want the fabric torn and drawn away.
The reed is hurt and salve combining.
Intimacy and longing for intimacy, one song.
A disastrous surrender and a fine love, together.

The one who secretly hears this is senseless.
The tongue has one customer, the ear.
Days full of wanting, let them go without worrying that they do.
When the mouthpiece of reed mates with the lips of creator,
I would contribute a verse.
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W. Keiner with Leica engineers discussing a slide projector design project.

